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210/50-52 Belmore Street, Burwood, NSW 2134

Bedrooms: 2 Bathrooms: 2 Parkings: 1 Area: 81 m2 Type: Apartment
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A NEW WORLD OF ARCHITECTURALLY DESIGNED LUXURY AND CALM IN A COSMOPOLITAN POCKET OF

SYDNEY'S INNER WEST.Blending once-in-a-millennium design perfection with urban chic, Genesis is a symphony of

striking curvature, clean lines and natural materials.Breathtaking detail that delights all the senses, this residential marvel

is a symbiotic wonder of form and function with contemporary and classic stylings that breathe life into every

apartment.More than just a promise, every feature, every finish of Genesis is the very definition of excellence. Bespoke

cabinetry detail is of unmatched quality. Bathroom fixtures offer luxurious touches of brushed metal and polished

chrome. Everything you see a breathtaking expression of precision craftsmanship and elevated design.Located in the

heart of Sydney's cosmopolitan inner west, Genesis brings to life a myriad of dining, shopping and lifestyle opportunities.

The possibilities for connection with your culturally rich community are infinite.Immerse yourself in all things Burwood

from inviting green spaces and a bustling Westfield to local schools, historic villages and excellent transport options.With

just a 15 minute commute to the CBD, a cosmopolitan lifestyle of unparalleled excellence awaits.Securing its place as one

of the most family-friendly communities in Sydney, Burwood offers families a high calibre of education for primary and

secondary students.Genesis is ideally located near some of the most prestigious and highly regarded public and private

schools in the inner west. From Presbyterian Ladies College, recently named one of the most innovative schools in the

world to the MLC School, Meriden School and Santa Sabina College.A happy life is a healthy one. To complement the

modern convenience and beauty of our residents' surroundings, Genesis will also include a ground floor retail space

featuring cafes, state-of-the-art radiology services and a health clinic.


